Magnifying Narrow Band Imaging (NBI) for the Diagnosis of Localized Colorectal Lesions Using the Japan NBI Expert Team (JNET) Classification.
The Japan NBI Expert Team (JNET) proposed a new narrow band imaging (NBI) classification system for colorectal tumors in June 2014. In this classification system, types 1, 2A, 2B, and 3 correspond to hyperplastic polyps (HPs) including sessile serrated polyps (SSPs), low-grade dysplasia (LGD), high-grade dysplasia (HGD) to shallow submucosal invasive (SM-s) carcinomas, and deep submucosal invasive (SM-d) carcinomas, respectively. To validate this system, we performed a retrospective image evaluation study, in which 199 colorectal tumors previously assessed by NBI magnifying endoscopy were classified by 3 blinded experienced colonoscopists using the JNET system. The results were compared with the final pathological diagnoses to determine the JNET classification's accuracy. The interobserver agreement was calculated, and the intraobserver agreement was assessed after 6 months. The final pathological diagnoses identified 14 HPs/SSPs, 127 LGDs, 22 HGDs, 19 SM-s carcinomas, and 17 SM-d carcinomas. The respective sensitivities, specificities, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and accuracies were as follows: Type 1, 85.7, 99.5, 92.3, 98.9, and 98.5%; Type 2A, 96.0, 81.9, 90.3, 92.1, and 90.9%; Type 2B, 75.6%, 90.5, 67.3, 93.4, and 87.4%; and Type 3, 29.4%, 100, 100, 93.8, and 94.0%. The interobserver agreement and the intraobserver agreement were moderate (κ value: 0.52) and excellent (κ value: 0.88), respectively. Lesions presenting as Type 2B during NBI comprised a range of colorectal tumors, including HGDs, SM-s, and SM-d. The JNET classification was useful for the diagnosis of HPs/SSPs, LGDs, and SM-d, but not SM-s lesions. For low-confidence cases, magnified chromoendoscopy is recommended to ensure correct diagnoses.